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Object Detection 

▪ Trained YOLOv5 [1] with an input resolution of 1920x1080 with 
bounding boxes and player colors 

▪ Trained on 682 images from the data set provided by the SPL 
with a 70/20/10 split 

▪ Detection of ball and robots works well, however there are 
some false positives in referees 

▪ Detection of player colors depends on the lighting conditions 
being similar to the ones in the training set 

▪ Inference takes ~55 ms per image on M1 Apple Neural Engine 

Extrinsic Camera Calibration 

▪ Adapted code provided by the team Berlin United [2] 

▪ Still relies on initial guess and working thresholds for the detec-
tion of green and white 

▪ Calibration is determined before first playback of game video 
and cached for later uses 

World Model 

▪ Tracking the bounding boxes of players using a centroid multi 
object tracker [3] ignoring colors in YOLOv5’s NMS 

▪ Keeping the recent history of colors per track and assigning the 
most frequent one as player color 

▪ Wrong ball detections are filtered out based on assumed maxi-
mum speed 

▪ Centers of bounding boxes are projected into the world based 
on an assumed height (ball: 5 cm, players: 26 cm) 

▪ If the projection of a player position back into the image is outs-
ide the bounding box, the player is assumed to be fallen 

Application 

▪ Views: Game video, 2D field, ball position heat map 

▪ Integrated GameController log to create statistics about game 
events while video is played back 

▪ Creates statistics per team about fallen robots, distance walked, 
ball possession, distance ball moved, average ball distance to 
own goal, and average size of controlled areas from the video 
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Confusion matrix of ball and player colors in the validation set

Application showing the video of a half not in the training set with positions of 
ball and players (big circle indicates fallen robot). The statistics determined 
from the GameController log and from the video are shown next to the video. 

2D field view with controlled areas Ball position heat map view


